
Name ________________________________________________    Per ___________   Date________________ 

 

Survival and Genetics  
 

I. Vocabulary terms 
 
  1. ______________________ – A unit of inherited information 

  2. ______________________ – A strand of DNS that contains many genes 

  3. ______________________ – A variation or version of a particular item. 

  4. ______________________ – A large molecule that performs many functions for an organism 

  5. ______________________ – How something is built or put together 

  6. ______________________ – The task or responsibility that something has. 

  7. ______________________ - A genetically determined characteristic or condition. 

  8. ______________________ - An alteration or change of structure, different from the parent 

  9. ______________________ – Having a large occurrence, being the majority, likely to happen 

10. ______________________ – Having a small occurrence, being the minority, unlikely to happen 

11. ______________________ – Having a good or helpful result. 

12. ______________________ – Having neither a good nor a harmful result. 

13. ______________________ – A characteristic that is very beneficial and helpful. 

14. ______________________ – A characteristic that is NOT very beneficial and helpful. 

15. ______________________ – A living thing, plant or animal. 

 
II. Core Science Idea - LS3.A: Inheritance of Traits 

A. ____________________ are located in the 

___________________________of _________, 

1. Each chromosome pair contains two ________________ 

of each of many distinct __________________.   

2. Each distinct __________________ chiefly controls the 

production of specific __________________ 

a. these proteins affect the _________ of the individual.   

3. __________________ (mutations) to _________ can result in 

__________________ to __________________ 

b. these changes can affect the __________________ and 

__________________ of the organism and thereby change 

__________________. 
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-------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 

V. Science Standard - MS-LS3-1 

A. Statement 

Structural changes, (mutations) to ________________ (located on ________________________________) 

may affect __________________ (changes in genetic material may result in making ___________________ 

proteins,) which may result in __________________, __________________, or __________________effects 

to the __________________ and ___________________of the organism  

__________________. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

III. Core Science Idea - LS3.B: Variation of Traits 

A. In addition to variations that arise from sexual reproduction, 

genetic information can be altered because of 

__________________.  

B. Though rare, mutations may result in __________________ 

to the structure and function of __________________. 

A. Some changes are __________________, others 

__________________, and some __________________ to the organism. 

 

IV. Core Science Idea - LS4.B: Natural Selection 

A. Natural selection leads to the _____________________________ of certain traits in a population, and the 

__________________ of others. 

 

-------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 

V. Science Standard - MS-LS3-1 

A. Statement 

Structural changes, (mutations) to ________________ (located on ________________________________) 

may affect __________________ (changes in genetic material may result in making ___________________ 

Inside the center of a

Cell
is a

Nucleus
and inside of it are the

Chromosomes, 

which are made of

DNA, 

which are made of segments called 

Genes, 

and they contain the code for making a specific

Protein, 

and these affect/determine the 

Traits
of an organism.
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B. Components 

There is a relationship between __________________ and their 

effect on the __________________ which includes;  

   1. the __________________located on chromosomes  

   2. __________________, and  

   3. the __________________ of organisms. 

 

C. Relationships 

The relationships between these three components includes; 

  1. Every __________________ has a certain __________________, which determines the structure of a 

specific set of __________________. 

  2. Protein __________________influences protein __________________ 

        a. the structure of some __________________proteins allows them to 

attach to __________________ 

        b. the structure of a normal __________________protein allows it 

___________________ _________________ particular food molecules 

   3. Observable organism __________________result from the activity of 

__________________. 

        a. traits such as __________________, __________________, and __________________ 

 

D. Connections 

Structural __________________to genes, (mutations) may result in observable __________________at the 

level of the organism. These structural changes to genes may… 

1. May affect __________________structure and function. 

2. May affect how proteins __________________to observable structures and functions in organisms. 

3. May result in trait __________________that are 

__________________, __________________, or 

__________________for the organism. 

4. A model of this phenomenon should show that  

   a. beneficial, neutral, or harmful __________________to 

protein __________________, can cause, 

   b. beneficial, neutral, or harmful __________________ in 

the __________________ and __________________ of organisms 
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VI. Science Standard - MS-LS4-4 

A. Statement 

Genetic __________________ of __________________ in a population increase some individuals’ 

__________________ of __________________ and __________________ in a specific __________________.  

 

B. Explanation  

There is a ______________-and-______________ relationship between 

the inheritance of __________________, and __________________ or 

__________________ the chances of successful __________________, 

which is what we call, __________________  __________________. 

 

C. Evidence 

If this cause and effect relationship exists between traits and survival then we can investigate, and find 

__________________ for; 

1. The __________________ of a specific organism surviving and __________________ in a specific 

__________________. 

2. The __________________ (i.e., specific variations of a characteristics) and  

     a. the _______________ -and-_______________ relationships between those traits and, the probability of 

survival and ________________________ of a given organism in a specific environment 

3. The particular genetic __________________ (associated with those traits) that are carried by that organism 

 

D. Reasoning 

1. Scientists use __________________ to connect the ______________ and support an __________________ 

that describes the relationship between genetic ________________ and the __________________ of 

organisms in a specific environment.   

The chain of this reasoning includes the following; 

a. Any population in a given _______________________ contains a variety of available, 

_________________ genetic traits 

b. For a specific environment (e.g., different environments may have limited food availability, 

predators, nesting site availability, light availability), some _____________ confer ____________________ 

that make it more __________________ that an organism will be able to survive and __________________ 

there. 
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c. In a __________________, there is a cause-and-effect relationship between the 

__________________ of _____________, and the 

__________________ that specific organisms will be able to 

survive and __________________. 

d. Variation of __________________ is a result of 

__________________ variations occurring in the population. 

 e. The __________________ of individual organisms 

that have genetic variations and traits that are 

__________________________ in a particular environment 

will __________________ from generation to generation due 

to __________________   __________________ because the __________________ that those individuals will 

survive and reproduce is __________________. 

f. Similarly, the __________________ of individual organisms that have genetic variations and traits 

that are _____________________________ in a particular 

environment will be _____________ likely to survive, and 

the _____________________________ traits will 

__________________ from generation to generation due 

to __________________ __________________. 
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Name ________________________________________________    Per ___________   Date________________ 

 

Survival and Selection – (Natural and Artificial Selection) 
 

I. Vocabulary terms 
  1. ____________________________________ – The act or process of adjusting to something. 

  2. ____________________________________ – The natural surroundings of an organism or population. 

  3. ______________________________ – The predominance or suppression of traits due to an environment. 

  4. ____________________________________ - A successive stage in natural descent of organisms. 

  5. ____________________________________ - A characteristic or quality of a particular organism. 

  6. ________________________________ – the intentional suppression or dominance of an organism’s traits 

  7. ____________________________________ - the intentional mating of two animals for desirable traits 

  8. ____________________________________ - A unit of inherited information 

  9. ____________________________________ - The immediate descendant or descendants of an organism 

10. ____________________________________ - No longer in existence; that has ended or died out. 

11. __________________________________ - To examine critically, so as to bring out the essential elements 

12. ____________________________________ - To combine or cause to combine, to bring the parts together 

13. ____________________________________ - The likelihood or chance of something occurring 

14. ____________________________________ - The relationship between occurrences and their result 

15. _________________________________ - The genetic characteristics transmitted from parent to offspring. 

16. ________________________________ - The modification of defective genes to prevent inherited diseases 

17. ____________________________________ - Any alteration of genetic material 

18. ____________________________________ – The quality of being believable or worthy of trust: 

19. ____________________________________ – Scientific or industrial process, inventions, or methods 

20. ____________________________________ - A particular tendency, trend, inclination, feeling, or opinion.  

 

II. Core Science Idea – LS4.C - Adaptation 

Adaptation by _________________ ________________ acting over 

_____________________ is one important process by which species 

____________  ________  ________ in response to changes in 

________________________ conditions. 

 ________________ that support successful ________________ and reproduction in the new environment 

become more ________________; those that do ________become ________ ________________.  

Thus, the distribution of ________________ in a population ________________. 
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time
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III. Core Science Idea – LS4.B: Artificial Selection 

In ________________ selection, ________________ have the capacity to 

________________ certain characteristics of organisms by 

________________ ________________. One can choose desired parental 

________________ determined by ________________, which are then 

passed on to ________________. 

 

VI. Science Standard - MS-LS4-6 – Natural Selection 

A. Statement - ________________ representations are used to support 

________________________ of how natural selection may lead to 

________________ and ________________of specific ________________ 

in populations over ________.  

 

B. Representation 

 1. When scientists give explanations for phenomena that the mathematical representations support, 

they will ________________ the following; 

  a. ________________ of a species change over time (i.e., over generations) through 

________________________ by ________________ ________________in response to ________________ in 

environmental conditions. 

  b. ________________ that better support ________________ and reproduction in a new 

________________________ become more ________________ within a population within that environment. 

  c. ________________ that do ________ support survival and reproduction 

as well become ________ ________________within a population in that environment. 

  d. When environmental shifts are too ________________, populations do 

not have time to ________ and may become ________________. 

 2.  From given mathematical and/or computational representations of 

phenomena, scientists ________________ the relevant components, including: 

  a. Population ________________ (e.g., trends, averages, histograms, graphs, spreadsheets) 

gathered from historical data or simulations. 

  b. The ________________ of specific ________ over ________ from data and/or simulations. 

   c. ________________________ conditions (e.g., climate, resource availability) over 

________________ from data and/or simulations. 
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C. Mathematical Modeling  

 1. Scientists use 

________________________ 

and/or computational 

representations (e.g., trends,  

averages, histograms, graphs, 

spreadsheets) of the 

phenomenon to 

________________ 

relationships in the ________ 

and/or simulations, including: 

  a. ________________ and trends over time in the distribution of ____________ within a 

population. 

  b. Multiple cause-and-effect ________________________ between 

________________________ conditions and ________________  ________________in a population. 

  c. The ________________ or ________________ of some traits within a population can have 

more than one environmental ________________. 

 

D. Analysis  

 1. Scientists ________________ the mathematical and/or 

computational ________________________ to provide and describe 

________________ that,  

     a. distributions of ____________ in populations 

_______________ over time in response to ________________ in environmental conditions.  

2. Scientists ___________________ their analysis together with scientific ________________________ 

about ________________ ________________to describe that, 

     a. species ________________ through ________________  ________________. This results in 

changes in the distribution of ________________ within a population and in the ________________________ 

that any given organism will ________________ a particular trait. 
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 3. Scientists use the ________________ of the mathematical and/or computational 

______________________________  (including proportional reasoning) as evidence to support the 

explanations that: 

  a. Through ________________  ________________, 

i. traits that better support ________________ and reproduction are more 

________________ in a population  

ii. than those traits that are ________ ________________. 

  b. Populations are ________always able to ___________ and survive because adaptation by 

natural selection occurs over ________________________ . 

 4. Based on their ________________, scientists describe that, because there are ________________ 

cause-and-effect relationships _____________________ to the phenomenon, for each different cause, 

 it is ________ possible to ________________ with 100% ________________ what will happen. 

 

V. Science Standard - MS-LS4-5 – Artificial Selection 

A. Statement - Gather and synthesize information about the ________________ that have changed the way 

________________ influence the ________________________ of desired ________________ in organisms. 

 

B. Obtaining information 

 1. Information can be gathered about ________________________ that have changed the way 

________________ influence the ________________________ of desired traits in plants and animals through 

________________  ________________.  

   a. This is done by choosing desired parental ________ determined by genes, which are then often 

________________ ________ to offspring. Examples include; 
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i. gene ________________,  

ii. genetic ________________ 

iii. selective ________________ of plants and animals. 

 2. Information should be gathered from at least ________ appropriate and reliable ________________ 

of information for investigating each ________________________. 

 

C. Evaluating information 

 1. Scientists assess the ________________, ________________, and possible ________ of each 

publication and method used in the information they gather. 

 2. Scientists use their knowledge of ________________ ________________and, additional sources to 

describe how the information they gather ____ supported, or is ________ supported by ________________. 

 3. Scientists ________________ the information from ________________ sources to provide examples 

of how ________________________ have changed the ways that humans are able to ________________ the 

inheritance of ________________ traits in organisms. 

 4. Scientists use the information to ________________ and ________________ how a better 

understanding of cause-and effect relationships in how ________________ occur in organisms has led to 

advances in ________________________ that provide a higher ________________________ of being able to 

________________________ the inheritance of desired ________________ in organisms. 
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